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Hot-Carrier Degradation Mode and Prediction Method of DC Lifetime
in Deep-Submicron PMOSFET
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Hot-carrier-induced device degradation is investigated for quarter-micron
Ievel burried-channel PMOSFETs with extrenely shallow source,/drain junc-
tions (80 nn) and ultra-thin gate oxide (S.S nm). It is found that the hot-
carrier degradation node for these snall devices 1s quite different frour
previous reports. The new degradation node is caused by interface-traps
generated by hot hole injection into the gate oxide near the drain. The DC
device lifetine for the new node can be predicted fron the substrate
current, but not gate current.

c-6-1

1. IilTRODUCTIOT{

Hot-carrier reliability is one limit-
ing factor ln scaling down devices to deep
subnicroneter t1l . At this size, hot
carriers will cause problems in pM0SFETs as
well as NMOSFETs. Up to now, most work on
burried-channel (BC) and surface-channel (SC)

PMOSFETs has concentrated on half- to one-
nicron gate lengthsl2l-tgl. The main cause
of the degradation in these devices is
trapped electrons injected into the gate
oxide, and the device lifetime has been
evaluated using gate current or substrate
current.

This paper studies hot-carrier-induced
device degradation for a quarter-micron
level BC-PMOSFET. A newly-observed degra-
datlon node, its cause, and the method of
predicting the device lifetine wiII be
described.

2. DEYICE FABRICATION

The quarter-nicron level BC-pMOSFETs

used in this study were fabricated by an N+

poly-Si gate process using electron beam
lithography. The gate oxide thickness is
3.5 nm, and the source,/drain junction dcpth
is 80 nn. BFZ irnplantation to adjust

threshold voltage, and
arsenlc and phosphorus
prevent punchthrough were
a tenporary oxide. After
oxide, the gate oxide was

gate current
injected into
and reaching

at 8001. The extrenely shallow junctions
were obtained using low-enerry BFZ inplan-
tation (1S keV) after pre-anorphization by
silicon inplantation and rapid thermal
annealins[10].
used.

No passivation filn was

3. RESIILTS AND DISCUSSIO}I
3.1. I{Ef DEGMDATIOI{ ilODE

It is known that the naximum device
degradation in BC-PMOSFETs is observed at a
stress bias condition showing the maxinun
gate current in the saturation region. The

relatively deep
inplantatlon to
performed through

etching off the
grown in dry 02

is caused by electrons being
the gate oxide near the drain

degradation is
the gate electrode. The

caused by the effective
channel-Iength reduction due to the trapped
electrons ln the oxide near the drain[S].
As a result, transconductance go. and
threshold voltage VT increase after stress-
ing. 0n the other hand, for SC-PMOSFETs,
the naximum degradation appears at a stress
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Flg.1 Changes ln z1g*/gr, AVT, Iggg/Ig and
IG during stressing at VD=-3.5 V and VG=

-1.6 V.

condition showlng the naxinun substrate
current but not the naxinum gate
current[6]. Nevertheless, the degradation
also lncreaser Bn and V1, 8s with the BC.

Therefore, the degradatlon of SC-PMOSFETS

ls also due to the trapped electrons[9].
Changes in Ag^/g*, AVT, the ratlo of

substrate current to source current
ISUB/IS, and gate current 16 during stress-
lng for a quarter-nicron level BC-PMOSFET

are shown ln Fis.l. Stress bias condition
was selected in the saturation region. The

f igure shows that gn decreases (asrlsr.0 )

and V1 initially lncreases sllghtly(4VT>0),
then turns negatlve (/VT<O). These tenden-
cies are conpletely contrary to the previ-
ous Ilterature. Moreover, ISUB/IS and IG
lncrease with tine, which suggests posi-
tlve charge generation ln the oxide[4].

The effects of stress gate voltage on

AV1, &^/s^ and charge punping current Icp
are shown ln Fig.2 along with ISU3 and k
dependences upon gate voltage VG. I"p ls
proportional to the anount of interface
traps generated by hot carrier inJection
t111. The curve of Agn/gn vs. stress gate
voltage corresponds to Iggg vs. V6 but not
to IG vs. VG, which neans that the gn

Fig.2 Relatlonships between device degra-
dation (Asr{sr3 AVT, .I.p) and stress gate
voltage, wilth-Iggg and IG dependences upon
gate voltage . Stres s drain voltage is-
fixed at -3.5 V, and stress tine is 5x105
sec.

t0

degradation is caused by hot hole inJection
but not hot electron injection. In addi-
tion, the fact that Agn/gn changes with
I"p neans that gn degradation is due to
generated lnterface traps.

Therefore, the newly-observed degrada-
tion node in the saturation reglon 1s

considered to be caused by interface traps
generated by hot hole injection.

3.2. VERIFICATIOI{ OF II{TERFACE-TRAP EF:FECT

It is known that lnterface traps in
the upper part of the energy gap are accep-
tor-llke, and traps ln the lower part are
donor-Iike[12]. For PM0SFETs under lnver-
sion condition, donor-Iike interface traps
between the quasi-Ferni leveI and the
niddle of the gap can be positively
charged, as shown in Fig.3. The anount of
the charged traps increases with increasing
lVCl. If the newly-observed degradation
node is due to generated interface traps,
the effect of VG on the amount of charged
traps should appear in the device charac-
terlstics. VG dependences upon source
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Fis.3 Posltively-charged
face traps 1n PMOSFETS
conditlon.

donor-type lnter-
under inversion

current ratio of ISF/ISI at VD=-0.05V are
shown ln Fig.4 with stress gate voltage as

a parameter. ISt and ISp are IS before and
after stressing. ISf,/ISIrl neans an in-
crease in IS due to stressing. The figure
shows that ISF/ISI>I for snall lVcl (sub-
threshold region) in the stress gate-volt-
age range of -0.6at-t.3 V. The increase in
IS ls due to the trapped electrons. Howev-
er, with increasing lVCl, Igp/Ig1 becones
Iess than one. This is because the anount
of the positively-charged interface traps
becones larger than the anount of trapped
electrons. The stress gate-vol.tage range
of -0 . 6'.2 -1. 3 V, where the ef f ect of the
trapped electrons is significant, corre-
sponds well to the V6 range of hish IG due

to hot electron injection in Fig.2.
It is therefore concluded that the ncw

degradation node in the saturation region
is caused by hot-hoIe-induced interface
traps. Significant hot-hole injection
results fron the increase in hole injection
rate due to the decrease in the depth of
the hole current path near the drain. Such
an increase in hot-hole injection rate nust
be nore significant in SC-PMOSFETs. There-
fore, the new degradation mode will be very
important in future PMOSFETs, including
the SC-type. In fact, trappcd holes and

FiS.4 Source current ratio (Iqn/Iqr) as a
function of gate voltage with "'strE6s gate
voltage as a paraneter. Stress draiI
voltage is -3.5 V. Stress tine is 5x10c
sec.
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generated interface traps have been detect-
ed under particular blas conditlons even in
l--un-Ievel SC-PMOSFETs, but in that case
the nain cause of degradation is trapped
electrons [8] .

LIFETI}IE PREDICTIOil ilNIRON

Although the device lifetime is usual-
Iy predicted fron gate current or substrate
current[7,9], the prediction method needs
to be reconsidered for the new degradation
node. DC device lifetine is shown as a
function of 16 per unit channel witlth Weff
ln Fig.S, where the lifetirne is defined as
the tlne required to reach AVt=19 nV. The
relationship i s not linear on a log-l_og
scale, therefore IG cannot be used as a
Iifetine predictor.

The relationship between the lifetlne
{ and ISUn/Weff ls shown in Fig.6 for
ISUnmeX-bias and VD=VG stress conditlons.
The relatlonship i oc (ISUB/weff)-1.2 is
obtalned for both stress conditions.
Therefore, substrate current can be used as
a lifetime predictor for the nerv degrada-
tion node.
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4. COilCLUSIOilS

A new hot-carrier degradation node was

observed in quarter-nicron level BC-
PMOSFETS. The new mode is caused by
lnterface traps generated by hot hole
injection. The DC device lifetine for the
new node can be predicted from substrate
current, but not gate current. The new
degradation node will be very important in
future PMOSFETs, including SC-PMOSFETs.
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Fig.6 Relationship between DC device
Ilfetime and substrate current per unit
channel width for IcrrRrytly-bias (stress Vn=
-9.0- -B.g V) and V;:%^ (=-2.g8,., -3.8 Vl
stress conditions.
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